the fact that the ionizing spectrum of a
star as hot as that invoked in the planetary nebula does closely mlmic an active
nucleus (thus at least providing support
for photdmlzation rather than collisiond excitation in active nuclei). The mom
diicult problem is accounting for the
slmllarity whRh novae if collisional excltatton r d l y does play an important role
in these o b j d .

As the other galaxies mentioned
above which show the piv Hne have
not b m ohenred
~
around [SiVII], the
constancy of this ratio in galaxies
cannot yet b tested. These and other
galaxies for which [SIVU upper limb
have been obtalned do, however,
appear to exHbii l o w [SiVl]/Br, d o s
(52) except perhaps for the Seyfert 1
galaxy IC4329A (21.7). The (SiVIY

[FeVIIJ Ilm ratio in this galaxy is also the location and excitation of these
larger than in NGC 1088 caasistwd lines.
wlth higher excitatlcm conditions as aready indl-ed
by its k p r [Few Acknowledgement
reV1fl ratio. Further tests of the &aWe are grateful to Livlcl Orlglh for her
tion between pi] and [Fe] lines are of
interest but presently limited by the assistance durlng the data reduction.
small sample of galaxk obsewad to
date and uncertainties In the extinction
cmections to be applied to the visible
lines.
Following the planned upgmde of Ashley, M.C.B., Hyland, AR.: iW8. 4.J.,
531,552.
IRSPEC with a 2D array detector, It is Greenhouse,
M A , Grasdalen, G.L, Woodnow Imp& in the near Mure to be able
ward, C.E., Benwn, J., Gehn, R.D., Roto extend our obswvatlons of the [Sij
senthd, E, Sknrtsltie, M.F.: 19W1, Ap. J.,
lines to a larger sample of galaxies; to
552,307.
utllhe the new long-slit capability to Korlsta, K.T., Ferland. G.J.: f a , Ap. J., 893,
678.
measure their spatial distribution and to
search for coronal emission from o m r OHva, E., Mwrwood, AF.M.: 19B0, Ap. J.,
Ms,u.
species in order to investigate further
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New NTT Discoveries on Distant Galaxies
and Gravitational Lensing
F. HAMMER, DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-IWeud~n,France
0.LE F ~ R ECanada-France-Ha
,
waii Telescope Gorp., Hawaii, USA
Since the discovery of the double
lensed QSO 0957c561 by Walsh et al.
(19791, gravitational lensing effects are
being identified in a steadily increasing
number of sources. Indeed, detector improvements in the 1980s have led to the
detection of features as faint as a few
thousandths of the sky signal. This has
resulted in the identification of radio
galaxies at high-r, which are much more
numerous than QSOs and also potentially affected by gravitational lensing.
We know today about 50 radio galaxies at z> I, and these sources are likely
to be affected by gravitational lensing,
because they lie at the brfgM end of the
Radio Luminosity Function (RLFj. This is
the steepest part of the RLF- the slope is
equal to -3.5 and hence is strongly
subjected to statisticalgravitationallensing. Let us recall that the latter Influences
much more steeper luminosity functions
than the normal galaxy luminosity function which, with a slope equal to -1,
cannot be statistically affected by lensing. We have predicted (Hammer and Le
F h e , 1990;Hammer and Wu, in preparation)that there should be 5 to 10 times
mare bright radio sources behind rich
lensing clusters of galaxies than in the
rest of the sky and therefore, maybe that
alt 30 known hlgh-z galaxies are part of
the 3CR catalog because their radio
luminosity has been sufficiently rnag-
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flgure I: 3C255 (z- 1.351, R, W
North is up and East to the I&.

M =0.3, CCFHT prime focus. The field Is 20 x 20 arcs&,
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is a Galactic M star, and slucldatm the
nature of this source. Finally, direct imaging in several broad-band filters of
M 1131+0456 identifies the lens and h e
Imssd/distorted optical counterpart of
the radio ring, while the physical nature
of the lens and a possible redshift am
tentatively derived from the spectroaq y . These results emphasize the importance of gravitational lensing in our
understanding of the d h n t Universe.

Contamhating Foreground
Galaxies inthe Fietd of 3CR255
3CR255 was identified with an extremely complex optical system includL
l
i
t
l
l
l
t
l
l
l
l
l
0
ing at least five components (Fig. 1). The
5000
6000
7000
8000
redshift was previously obtained by
Giraud (1989) and we confirm Its value
A (Angstroms)
of 2-1.35 from our detection of the
Flgun 2: E s m v n spectrum d a 8-25 (11-24.4)galaxy i d e m at 2-0.63 lram [OIU3727A strow [O111 3727 emission line and
and [OIIU at 4959 and 5#7A It is only 4 5 away f m the radio galaxy 3C255 (2- 1.35).
palll] 3869 which are to be added to
tha previously detected CIII, CII and
Mgll. However, only one component,
Indicated on Rgure 1, shows emission
nifted by foreground deftecting matter. spectroscopic identification of a B 25 lines at this redshift.
Four amseconds away there is a
ldentlflctton of foreground matter and galaxy. Another high z 3CR galaxy, 3CR
search for possible gravitational mlrages 297, is fwnd to be a g w d gravItationa! 6-25 (V-24.4) galaxy for which we
among these sources are part of an ESU mirage candidatefrom its spwtro~~opy. have derived a redshift 2-0.63 (5.5
Key Programme (Surds] et al., 1989) Deep spectroscopy of the well-known hours of total integration time) from the
jointly wlth similar search= for bright high-z galaxy, 3CR388 (z-1-13) rweafs observed [011]3727 and [Olllj 507 and
multiple lensed optical QSOs and addi- that the brightestand centralcomponent 4959 emission lines (Fig. 2). Apart from
tional abservatlonal studies of known
t

l

l

I

l

l

-

-

tenses.
Them are few doubtsthat gwitatlonal
lensing greatly helps us In detecting the
most distant galaxies. Discoverbs and
studies of giant luminous arcs (Soucallet
a!., 1987; Lynds and Pebsian, 1987;
Hammer and Rigaut, 1989) have led to a
new aampte of galaxies which would
have 8-24-25 ifthey were not lensed
and which probably lie at relatively moderate r (a>=
0.8 for 6 sources. Radio
rings are the result of gravltatlonal lensing of a distant radio lobe or jet by a
massive foreground galaxy (Hewitt et a].,
1988),They also potentiallyallow studies
of distant plaxies which are much more
"normal" than the extremely peculiar
radio galaxies in the 3C and 4C surveys
which are dominated by +radioem tssion.
In the following sections, we present
several results o w n e d during five very
good nights at the M l In February 1990.
Weather condtions were good (swing
<FWHM> =O!Q and stable, best seeing
0 9 FWHM, photometric sky) while the
telescope, the EFOSM instrument and
the Thomaon 1 0 2 4 ~CCD performed almost flawlessly. This combination has
provided us with very g o d data. There
was no instrumentalMlurb, which is remarkablesince it was only the 2nd month
of official use of the NlT, Wa first report
on the spectroscopic discovery of
foreground galaxies close to the 3CR
255 line of sight Including the record
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m ~ r 3e
: 3 ~ 2 8 (z=
7 1.41,R, ~ w ~ # - 0C 9M p d m e focus. me w is 20 x 20 ercsec, North
is up and &st to ffie M.

largely decreased by removing the
foreground objects. A more detailed
analysis of these data will be reported
elsewhere.

A New GrwitatIonal Lens Candidate: 3CR 297
The optical counterpart of 3CR 2Q7

4-1.4)

is dominated by two compo(Fig. 3). Spectroscopy wRh
EFOSC at the 3.6-m and EFOSC2 at the
N l T have provided Uw sp&ra shown In
Rgure 4. The two components have the
same emission lines w e IVJ,Mgll, [New,
Pll], [Nellfl and there is no velocity discrepancy between them down to our
measurement accuracy of 100 k d s .
Moreover, [Oll] 3727, the strongest
emission tine, has a blueshied wing in
both spectra. The continuum of the
faintest oomponsnt however is bluer
than the brightest one, which could be
due to Uw presence of the deflecting
ohm. New radlo data (van Breugel,
private communication) ahow very dlstorM structures but da not confirm or
infirm at this stage the lensing hypothesis.
nents

~~d3C297.The emission W s show thesame

Figure 4: ESOmrrrspeche of t h 2
velocity at hws than I W km/s dilrmce.

the detection record R faint object
spectroscopy, this is a field galaxy

selected at random which should be
compared with similar detections up to
B=24 (Cowle, Ellis and Koo, in a workshop on galaxies at high z, Oxford, July
August 1M0)and to t b 6124-25
sources forming the giant luminous
m s . Our 8-25 galaxy is also intrinsla l l y faint several tenths of L' (seee.g.
W h i o u et al., 1988) -dmllar ta galaxIes belonging to the main population of
the 8 ~ 2 2 . 5Mahi survey (Wless et

-

-

al., 1990) with czr=0.32. Taken together, these m u b indicate that no
luminosity evolution Is required for
galaxies up to r-0.8, and that counts
up to 8-27 (Tyon, 4988; Ully et d.,
19W)might be dominated by galaxies
at moderate r. There are also Indications that component (c) is a foreground
object, and possibly again at zm0.63.
The 3CR 255 optical counterpart is
probably gravitationJly magnified by
this foreground matter, and its complexity and intrinsic lumlnosfty would be

I

-

3CR 36&a Well-Known Hlghz
Galaxy Dominated by a Galactic

M Star!

This source has been considerad by
savdautbsasapmtoiypeofthe
high-z radio galaxla from its lurnimshy,
its oolour, its morpholwy (Fig. 5 (a)) and
the alfgnment between radio and o p t i d
axis. It has been the source of a large

W. R. 1200 mu.. 11. ad Idl mubmtruted.
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Rgure 5: 3c3#, R Image, FWH#=0:8, CFHTprfrne focus: (4berm "decontaminatlon",(b) afiw "decontamination"by a f m w n d Galactic
M star. The fields am 10 x 10 arcsec, Norfh is up and East to the lefi.
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matter and/or ~ u l b l n ggravitational
lensing (Hammer and La F h , 1890).
The use of these extremely peculiar
sources to test galaxy evotution is therebreak?
fore wcularly dangerous. Moreover,
we know now some massive and high-z
elllptlcals considerably fa3nter than the
high-z &lo gataxies and mher non
evolved. These are for Instance the lens
of QSO 2016 e 112 identified at z- 1-01
by Schneider at at. (1986) or the lens
andlor the w r c e of the system M
1131+0456 detected by us. On the
other side, there are the spctmsmpic
Identifications of v q faint sources
found at moderate z, such as s o u m
o* Atm.
3 associated with the giant luminous arcs
~
I
~
I
I
I
I
I
I
*
~or the[ B = *25 galaxy
~
~
*
~
presented
here.
Again they show no or lmle luminosity
evolution. Strong luminmky evolution
seems to be rejected both for intrinslcatthe ~ d C o t ? f i t ? ~ ~ m a n d t wlydbrtgM and faint galaxies.
d MR 1131M+OQ58(R-22.15),
I

-

0
I

~

I

figurn 8: ~
S
~
~
po~sf#ebreaks at 74wA and

&Sod.
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R-22.15 and 1-20.87. It Is located jusl
at the centre of the radio ring and constitutes most pmbably the lens (Flg.7
(a)}, The red mlours deduced have led
us to the hypothesb of a 4000A break
between V and R or between R and I.
Moreom, the 1 image looks more extended than that of an elliptical galaxy.
Indeed, if we m u m e that the lens is an
elllptlml galaxy, the R and I image@
cannot be fitted by any reasonable rtI4
profile, which indicates an additional
s o u m of IlgM. After removal of a ren-5
kpc rTi4 profile, one can sea a residual
ring-like emlsslon that follows the radb
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optical and radio images); profiles with
r, up to 15 kpc have a h been tried but
none was successful in removing this
extra emission. It Is therefore likely to be
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background radio source, i.e. the fvst
example of an optical ring.
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level, far bdow the radio luminosity of
the 3CR high-z galaxies. It is likely to be
an elliptical galaxy g r a v M M l y di5
torted by the foreground lens, and if It
ties at z=1.13 it should also Lw a non
evolved elliptical at least 3 magnitudes
faintw than the powerful radio galaxies

(Hammer et al., In preparation).

Concludons
The M l has convincingly shown us
its outstanding capabilities in terms of

the detection of very faint objects and
features in crowded environments, in
both imaging and spectroscopy.
The results pmented above should
be interpreted In the frame of extragalactic research and more especially
in the sampling of the high-z Universe
by distant galaxies. A key problem was
open by deep counts of galaxies up to
B-27: If they were dominated by highx
sources &-I .4), this would favour
strong lurnindiy evolution and a low
value for the baryonic density, while s
major contribution by small and dwarf
galaxies at moderate z (z-0.6-1.2) implies no or smdl luminosity evolution
plus a number density evolution and
then a higher vatue for the baryonlc.
Spectroscopic results on distant 3CR
galmiis show them to be exhemdy peculiar and without evidence to be dorninated by stellar content. Indeed, mst of
their properties seem to be closely linked with their active nuckus (Hammer,
Le F h and Sot, in preperatlon). Interpretations of these soushould be
made carefully, also becauss they are
exand found as being affected
by wntaminatfon due to foreground
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